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ABSTRACT
Abstract --This paper presents four methods to estimate
channel height for congestion analysis in VLSI design
automation. Our channel height estimation methods consider
constraint graphs and net types in a channel. The
experimental results show that the proposed methods yield
better results than existing methods.

1. INTRODUCTION

As the VLSI technology advances, millions of transistors can
be packed onto the surface of a chip. Unfortunately, the
increased circuit density also introduces additional
congestion. Intuitively speaking, congestion in a layout
means too many nets are routed in local regions. This causes
detoured nets and unroutable nets in detailed routing.
Congestion deteriorates design performance because the
detoured nets increase wirelengths and delays. Unroutable
nets increase the time to market and expense [3]. Therefore,
estimation algorithms are required for congestion analysis
during early design stages.

In recent years, several congestion estimation and removal
methods have been proposed. They fall into two categories:
congestion estimation and removal during global routing
stage [6,12], and congestion estimation and removal during
placement stage [5,7,8,9,10,11,13,14,15]. The congestion-
based global routers reduce congestion through balancing
the routing density of the channels involved with a given
router. However, methods performed during the global
routing stage are unlikely to achieve optimality because the
net locations are already fixed at this stage [10]. There are
several state-of-the-art congestion estimation methods in
placement stage. However, most of them ignore the height of
channels when they estimate the demand of routing
resources [16]. Channel routing is the most common part of
detailed routing for standard cells. Ignorance of channel
height causes inaccurate estimation of congestion. Upton
proposed a method to estimate channel height in [1]. Assume
that TL , BL  are the lengths of the top and bottom boundary
of the channel respectively, as shown in Figure 1; and TT ,

BT  are the number of terminals on the top and bottom
boundary of the channel respectively. The estimated channel
height of [1] is shown as Equation 1. However, this method

is not accurate for channel height estimation. In this paper,
four methods have been proposed to estimate channel height.

),( BTBT LLMaxTTtsh ++×=             (1)

Figure 1 A channel in a layout

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION

A given channel routing problem is specified by channel
length, top and bottom terminal list, left and right connection
list, and the number of layers [16]. The channel length is
specified in terms of number of columns in grid-based
models [3].

2.1 Net types

There are three types of nets in a channel, as shown in Figure
2. Type 1 nets, TN , are nets that start and end in the
channel. Type 2 nets are nets that have at least one terminal
in the channel but have right and/or left connections

Figure 2 Net types
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with the other blocks, RN  and LN  are the left and right

connection nets respectively. Type 3 nets, SN , are pass
through nets that have no connections in the channel. The
total number of nets in a channel is N .

2.2 Constraint graphs

There are two constraints for the type 1 and type 2 nets in a
channel: horizontal constraint and vertical constraint.

2.2.1 Horizontal Constraint

There is a horizontal constraint between two nets if these
two nets will overlap each other when placed on the same
track. Given a channel routing problem, a horizontal
constraint graph (HCG), is a undirected graph

),( hh EVG = [3] where

    v = { iv | iv represents iI corresponding to iN }

  kE ={( iv , jv )| iI  and jI  have a non-empty intersection}

Figure 3 shows a channel and its HCG, e.g. net 1 and net 3
has horizontal constraint. The HCG plays a major role in
determining the channel height. In a grid-based two-layer
model, no two nets that have a horizontal constraint may be
assigned to the same track [2].
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Figure 3 A channel and its HCG

2.2.2 Vertical Constraint
      A net iN , in a grid-based model, has a vertical
constraint with net jN  if there exists a column such that the
top terminal of the column belongs to iN  and the bottom

terminal belongs to jN  and ji ≠ . Given a channel routing
problem, a vertical constraint graph (VCG), is a directed
graph ),( vv EVG = [3] where

vE ={( iv , jv )| iN  has a vertical constraint with jN }

Figure 4 shows the VCG for the channel in Figure 2, e.g. net
1 has vertical constraint with net 5. VCG also plays an
important role in determining the channel height. In a grid-
based two-layer model, no two nets in a directed path may
be routed in the same track if doglegs are not allowed [2].
Let maxh and maxv represent the maximum clique in the HCG
and the longest path in VCG respectively for a channel.

Figure 4 VCG for a channel

Theorem 1 The lower bound on the number of tracks of a
two-layer dogleg free routing problem is max { maxh , maxv }
[3].

3. PROPOSED METHODS

The proposed methods are based on the three net types in the
channel and constraint graphs.

3.1 Method 1: Constraint Graphs with Actual Pass
Through Nets

In method 1, type 1 and type 2 nets are estimated using
constraint graphs. The estimation equation is

2,1
eh = Max { maxh , maxv }                        (1)

Where 2,1
eh  is the estimated channel height for type 1 and 2

nets

Type 3 nets, sN , are the nets that pass through the channel
but are not connected to modules adjacent to the channel.
One pass through net will occupy one whole track in the
final detailed routing solution. The number of pass through
nets, sN , is determined in global routing stage. We use the
actual number of pass through nets in method 1. The total
estimated channel height is
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Where
ts  is the track spacing of the design rules,

eh  is the total estimated channel height.

3.2 Method 2: Constraint Graphs with Estimated
Pass Through Nets

In method 2, we use the same estimation method for type 1
and type 2 nets as method 1. We try to find a way to estimate
type 3 nets. According to [1], the longer the channel, the
more likely that nets will pass through it.  Thus we could use
the channel length to estimate the number of type 3 nets in
placement stage. TL  is the length of the top boundary, where

BL  is the length of the bottom boundary. 3
eh  is the estimated

height number of type 3 nets and the equation is

3
eh = ),( BT LLMax                                  (3)

Incorporating the estimation for type 1 and type 2 nets in
method 1, the final estimation equation is

),(2,1
BTee LLMaxhtsh +×=                 (4)

3.3 Method 3: HCG with Estimated Pass Through
Nets
From experimental results, we found that HCG is more
important in determining channel height than VCG, and it
takes less time to construct HCG than VCG. In method 3, we
use maxh  to estimate type 1 and type 2 nets. The estimation
for type 3 nets is same as method 2. The final estimation
equation is

),(max BTe LLMaxhtsh +×=                 (5)

3.4 Method 4: Another Improved Method

In method 4, we consider the right (left) connection list
instead of the constraint graphs. All right (left) connection
nets will pass the right (left) end column of the channel.
According to the HCG, one right connection net should
occupy one track in right end column of channel; one left
connection net should occupy one track in left end column of
channel. We have the following equation:

The minimum channel height ≥  Max ( RN , LN )      (6)

So the number of right (left) connection nets needs to be
considered in estimation.

The channel was divided into two types. A type 1 channel is
a channel where N < Max ( RN , LN ). A type 2 channel is

a channel where N > Max ( RN , LN ).

For type 1 channels, there exist a large number of right (left)
connection nets. Considering Equation 6, we estimate
channel height for type 1 and type 2 nets by the following
equation:

LRRLe NNNNNMaxh −−+= ),(2,1              (7)

We use the same method for type 3 nets as method 2. So the
final estimation equation for type 1 channels is

)())((( BTLRRLe ,LLMaxNNN,NNMaxtsh +−−+×=   (8)

For type 2 channels, we use terminals instead of nets in the
channel to estimate type 1 nets. We use the same method for
type 3 nets as method 2. Thus the final estimation equation
for type 2 channel is

),()),(( BTBTRLe LLMaxTTNNMaxtsh +++×=    (9)

4. RESULTS
We tested our four proposed methods and Upton’s method
on 12 benchmarks, Ex1, 2, 7–12 from [2] and Ex3–6 from
[4]. The results are shown as Table 1. We define Average
Estimation Error (AEE) as
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Where:
 n  is the number of benchmarks used.

iE  is the estimated channel height.

iT  is the actual channel height.

The AEEs of each method are 1e = 2e  = 3.19%, 3e = 7.66%,

4e  = 11.5% respectively. The AEE for Upton’s method is

Ue =17.1%. All four proposed methods are more accurate
than Upton’s method. Method 1 and method 2 are the best.
Method 3 is more accurate than method 4. Figure 6 shows
the complexity versus accuracy of each method. The
accuracy of method 1 and 2 is at the expense of complexity.
Method 3 is a trade off between complexity and accuracy.
Method 4 is more accurate than Upton’s method with the
same complexity.



Figure 6 Complexity versus accuracy for proposed and
existing methods

Table 1 Experimental results for proposed and existing
methods
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Ex.4 5 5 5 5 5 5
Ex.5 7 7 7 5 6 6
Ex.6 6 4 4 4 4 4
Ex.7 15 15 15 15 19 12
Ex.8 17 17 17 17 18 12
Ex.9 18 18 18 18 19 13
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